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Personal blog of a jumping spiders crazy man

Interesting opinion
by Jerzy Prószyński
May 20th, 2014

Working on placement of some genera I have found an
unwarranted merging of two species:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The documentation:. 1 - excerpt from Platnick's Catalog, 2 excerpt of Edward's paper, drawings of female F. perdita by
Galiano (4) and Peckhams, drawings of male F. perdita by
Peckhams (3 - practically useless) and male of F. usta by Galiano
(5). THERE IS NO DRAWING OF FEMALE FLUDA USTA
IN THE LITTERATURE.
From: Jerzy Prószyński [jerzy.proszynski@wp.pl ] Sent:
Wednesday, April 30, 2014 7:53 PM To: Norm Platnick; Edwards,
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G.B.; David Hill
Subject: Re: interesting opinions
Dear Norm, I write to you, as an authority in spider taxonomy, of
the highest standard, generally recognized. I have been working on
syntheses of taxonomic data, which forces me from time to time,
to check reasons for suspicious synonymy. Since a few years I
have been concerned with interesting opinions expressed by our
mutual friend, G.B. Edwards, and resulting from them changes in
taxonomy. Here I enclose a case found just today. I understand that
you cannot check every synonym quoted in your Catalog. But I am
curious what will be your opinion on the case submitted with
enclosed documentation. Fluda is a prolific tropical genus, with 11
species listed in your catalog, but apparently containing much
more undiscovered species. As is the case with other tropical
Salticidae, it has been rarely collected, the perdita-usta quoted only
5 times, in the intervals 70 - 30 - 30 - 30 years, so the next
specimens may be studied after another 30 years. At that time the
next generation of arachnologists will have the only authoritative
source - your catalog. So they will know that perdita=usta and
nobody is likely to look deeper into that matter. I enclose
documentation. Greetings
Jerzy Copy (with regards) to: G.B. Edwards D. Hill
W dniu 2014-05-01 10:03, Norm Platnick pisze:
Hello, Jerzy.
I assume you are aware of the general paper that G. B. has written
on this issue (Peckhamia 111). I agree entirely with him. I'm just
completing a manuscript revising a group of oonopids from
Panama. In this case, Chickering described 13 species from his
own collections -- seven of them based only on males, and six
based only on females, because he could not be "certain" about
matching the sexes. The only thing "certain" is that Chickering's
approach automatically grotesquely overestimated the biodiversity
of the group in question; not surprisingly, we are placing all six of
the female "species" as synonyms of the male "species." In
Chickering's case, his flawed reasoning and approach had serious
consequences. Because he was unwilling to match the sexes, he
never realized that some of the classical characters used in the
higher classification of the family (genera and subfamilies) are
actually sexually dimorphic, and he therefore made some major
blunders in placing taxa. As for the Fluda example, once again,
you misunderstand the purpose of the catalog; the synonymy has
been legitimately published; if you wish to dispute it, you must
present evidence in the literature, not in an email to me. In this
case, however, it seems that you have no actual evidence to
present. I hope that the next generation of salticid students are
bright enough to abandon the faunistic approaches that have
exacerbated such problems in favor of comprehensive, revisionary,
global studies of entire groups, unhampered by artificial,
nationalistic, geographic limits. Cheers,
Norm
From: Jerzy Prószyński [mailto:jerzy.proszynski@wp.pl] Sent:
Thursday, May 01, 2014 3:21 PM To: Norm Platnick; Edwards,
G.B.; David Hill
Subject: Re: interesting opinions
Hello Norm,
Thank you for your kind letter. It may be a loss of time for you,
such correspondence, but for me it is a valuable insight into current
situation and intellectual drives in taxonomy. You underestimates
importance of your Catalog, you assumes it is only "telephone
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directory" of quotations in literature, the main demand being
legalistic - were quotation properly published or not. However, it is
being used by ALL authors as a basic source of scientific
knowledge, just look into each published paper - they start from
"Genus X consists of .. species (Platnick Catalog)", they quote
synonyms from you and never bother to read literature you quotes.
Synonym wrong or true does not matter. So you shape level of
knowledge in the subsequent literature. It would be better if you
could avoid primitive mistakes of your quoted authors. For me
important is documentation: is a synonym sufficiently
documented, or not. I enclosed you documentation: with such
material these two Fluda species should not, in my opinion, be
ever synonymized. It is not my duty to prove that something is
untrue, it is duty of an author to prove sufficiently the positive fact
he proposes. As for paper in Peckhamia I think GB will be glad to
read that you fully agree with him.
Your hampered (by many strange things) friend J. Prószyński
Vivid correspondence developed between gentelmen nicknamed
GB and Jerzy (all letters unser heading: Re: (Interesting opinion")
W dniu 2014-05-02 22:01, Edwards, G.B. pisze:
Dear Jerzy,
I was not going to answer your unwarranted attack on my
synonymy, but your last message is so ridiculous that I must do
so. You conveniently did not attach Galiano's drawing of the type
female epigyne of F. perdita in your submission to Norm, which,
within variation of individual drawing styles, is the same as the
Peckhams original illustration, but more importantly, matched the
female I had. The male matched Galiano's drawings of F. usta. I
collected the male and female together, which satisfies your own
criteria for matching sexes. What is it about that evidence that
causes you a problem? Furthermore, how can you have such a
strong opinion about a single species in a huge Neotropical fauna
about which you know virtually nothing?! Not only do you have
no evidence with which to challenge the synonymy, you have no
basis on which to have an opinion about it! I doubt that you have
examined a single Fluda specimen in your entire life! I and other
colleagues have tried very hard to be respectful to you due to your
early pioneering work on salticid classification and the work you
have done on your online image database that greatly assists
identification efforts. Therefore I do not understand why you feel
compelled to repeatedly insult the research of various colleagues
including myself. It is very disappointing that you waste
everyone's time on this nonsense. In the future, please restrict
your comments to faunas and species about which you actually
know something. Cheers,
GB
p.s. Your refusal to even consider the results of modern
methods of analysis continues to puzzle me. Much of modern
taxonomy of salticids is built on your work from the 1970s. I
would think that you would be happy that newer techniques have
built on your work, and revealed relationships that allow us to
expand our thinking about the family, giving us new areas of
research to explore. Instead, you act like someone who is bitter
that his efforts have been surpassed, which seems to me is what
hampers you the most. Living in the past is neither productive nor
constructive. Try to embrace all the wonderful new knowledge
we have been given, and you will enjoy life more.
Sent: Friday, May 09, 2014 10:46 AM To: Edwards, G.B.
Subject: Re: interesting opinions
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Hi GB,
I think you deserves explanation what is going on. I respect your
broad knowledge of the American fauna and like you personally.
My opinion of your synonymized species has nothing personal, but
it reflect my general attitude towards taxonomic decisions of many
authors. The main victim is Marek Żabka, who has synonymized
many Australian genera and species, just expressing his opinions
in a catalog, without any documentation. I probably should follow
his decision because he has published revisions of hundreds of
Australian species, so has broad and accepted experience . His
works are perfect technically. But not, I did not accepted these. But
Marek's reactions were not so explosive. I enclose my
documentation of the case of Keyserlingella perdita and Fluda
usta. Are there any other taxonomic documentation? You claim
that you have collected male and female of these species in a third
country (actually distant island) and that they are matched. If so,
where is documentation of that finding? What makes you think
that these species are correctly identified. Both identification of
female with perdita and male with usta. Convince us, your readers.
You failed to document that, so do not direct your negative
emotions towards me. I try to keep in line with Platnick catalog,
but his philosophy make it impossible. He stated it once more in a
letter, whose copy sent also to you. For him synonym is
legitimate because was published, he is not obliged to check
correctness of identification. This is unacceptable for me, we are
biologists, not bureaucrats, so we differ already for 30 years.
Concerning your opinions on Myrmarachne and methods of
identification of it, I have different views, and have full rights to
differ. In my opinion your methods are inadequate to problems
presented with SE Asian fauna. And it starts again from full and
convincing documentation.
The progress in science is based on contradiction of opinions.
Otherwise the Earth would still be flat and the Sun would be
running madly around it.
Your friendly
Jerzy
W dniu 2014-05-09 21:48, Edwards, G.B."Edwards, G.B." pisze:
Dear Jerzy,
Yes, I was upset about your message to Norm. Partly because, as
you note with your own student Marek, you do not seem willing to
accept that other people have expertise and can make decisions
without your approval (i.e., follow your philosophy about making
decisions). Perhaps you do not realize it, but what you are saying is
that we cannot make identifications without documenting every
decision. If that is so, think about the repercussions. You would
challenge every identification in every checklist ever published for
every species that did not have illustrative documentation in that
particular publication (usually checklists have NO illustrations). I
would not consider that even rational (e.g., how many times has
Phidippus audax or Salticus scenicus been reported). I have over
40 years of experience looking at salticids, and I am perfectly
comfortable making identifications from other people's work if
that work is done well. That is, after all, the main purpose of
publishing illustrations in the first place, so others can make
identifications. Basically, what I am saying is that I see no need to
re-invent the wheel. If illustrations are well done, as Galiano's
were, and my specimens match them, which they did, why do I
need to re-illustrate them? It is a waste of my time. I have too
many projects to finish to do that. If I had then the equipment I
have now, I would have photographed them and included those
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images, but I did not have the equipment then. I may do so in the
future as part of a general project to photographically document
salticid species, but I have many other projects to finish first.
Again you refer to countries, which, as Norm pointed out, is
irrelevant, and demonstrates your lack of knowledge of the floristic
and faunistic elements of the neotropics. There are vast tracts of
homogeneous habitat which extend for hundreds, maybe thousands
of kilometers in some places. Many species have very large ranges
east of the Andes. Think of the numbers of species that have large
ranges in the Palaearctic region, and you have a very similar
situation in the Amazon basin and some other areas in the western
hemisphere. The other reason I was upset, is that you have in fact
insulted me and other colleagues. As examples, I directly quote
from your messages and publications: From your message of
1/6/14 to me: "Too much philosophy, too little experience."
Really? See above. From your message of 5/1/14 to Norm, in
reference to me: "It would be better if you could avoid primitive
mistakes of your quoted authors." From the same message: "I
enclosed you documentation: with such material these two Fluda
species should not, in my opinion, be ever synonymized." How can
you have such a strong opinion about a species you are not familiar
with? In my opinion, you are questioning my experience,
judgment, and intelligence without any basis. From your message
of 9/4/12 to Wayne: " Are you writing (verbally and on your trees)
the truth? Or opposite, you are cheating us, and everybody else?...
I wouldn't care for lies of an ordinary hochstapler... The problem
with sincere worshipers is that they cannot get disillusioned, and if
so, change into blasphemers." I will give you credit in that you
later apologized for this one. All of these above were copied to
other people as well, so they were not even restricted to private
personal correspondence between two individuals. Therefore my
replies were to the same audience. Perhaps the worst is from your
2012 paper on the Malay Archipelago (see attachment): Not only
do you say you are not competent to study the Caribbean fauna and
then you go ahead and describe a Caribbean genus anyway (in a
paper about fauna from the opposite side of the world!), and you
knew at the time that this particular Caribbean fauna was being
studied by Wayne's student Junxia Zhang who would have
resolved the issue, but you insult all the arachnologists of the
western hemisphere in the process! Such arrogance about a small,
insignificant, practically unknown group of species! I was shocked
into disbelief that you actually published such a comment for
everyone to see. So, yes, you are correct, you have full right to
your opinions. However, I don't think it is wise to form opinions
while ignoring experience of other individuals, especially about
faunas in which their experience is superior to yours, with
evidence they present by techniques you do not understand or
disagree with. Furthermore, you may disagree with the techniques
or philosophies of other people, but you do not have the right to
disrespect those techniques or philosophies or people simply
because they disagree with you or what you believe in. That is my
opinion and it will not change. My friends are welcome to disagree
with me, but if someone I think of as a friend insults me while
doing so, I question if they are truly my friend. If we can agree that
this problem will not continue in the future, then we can continue
with our friendly disagreements. I can agree with you that
comparison of differences can sometimes create progress, and I
look forward to making progress in whatever manner. Please
consider, however, that no one is right all the time, so I would ask
that you try to look at situations from different viewpoints. Believe
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it or not, I do take aspects of your philosophy seriously, and use
them to be cautious about my decisions, so I would ask that you
give the same consideration to mine, or Wayne's. You may not
agree with or understand our methods, but every philosophy has
elements of truth to it that can contribute to understanding. With
friendly regards,
GB
Hi GB, May 10th, 2014
Thank you for your kind letter. I correspond about professional
matters with you and other arachnologist not for teaching you
anything, but to verify my opinions, which may be unjust and
untrue. I have rights to discus editorial policy with editor of
the Catalog. I can agree with you now in two points: 1) I have
really overlooked drawing of female Fluda perdita by Galiano but data for Fluda usta are sufficient to raise doubts. The Galiano
drawing increases probability of synonymy of these two species,
but that is not sufficient in my opinion. More documentation,
especially on the couple of specimen from Tobago, and of type
specimens, are needed .
2) My reaction to errors in Maddison's paper, expressed in my
letter you refer to, was improper and due to a shock and nervous
breakdown, which I suffered and which lasted many months after.
In a state of shock I did not noticed that the letter on which I typed
my text was an answer form, addressed to many people.
My shock was caused by discovery that Wayne, that brilliant and
promising arachnologist, my favorite for 40 years, could make and
publish such primitive errors in identification. This was break of
confidence in him. Further publications confirmed that
identification of species and genera by Maddison is weak part
of his brilliant works. That is a great pity, for me a tragedy,
because I need personally results of his evolutionary research.
Also, with 10 Salticidae taxonomists around the world our
narrowly specialized profession is dying out, with the failure of
Maddison I realized that the last hope is gone. That was real reason
of my break down, not the mere identification mistake. As for
Wayne, I expected that, naturally, he will acknowledge mistakes,
apologize and correct that (in his own terms) in next publications.
Nothing like that happened. He stubbornly denied his mistakes and
tried instead to stun me with philosophical eloquence. So I looked
more carefully on his next publications, confirming my initial
stunning discovery.
Returning to your letter, I retain my critical opinions about
necessity of providing documentation to scientific statements, like
synonymy of taxa or occurrence of important species in
questionable areas. This is a part of routine scientific procedure
requirement.
You say you are insulted by my description of the genus
Pethematis - looks like I have blasphemously infringed on
Monroe's doctrine. I did that at the margin of taxonomic
research on Philippine genus Emathis (first study of Emathis in
my Atlas 1984, to which I returned several times, especially in
every issue of my database of Salticidae since 1995 to 2014).
Not only myself - every taxonomist working on Salticidae of
Philippines was conscious of the issue: 4 Caribbean species in a
Philippine genus?! You says I should be aware what a PhD
student have INTENDED to write in her unpublished paper
[by the way Platnick does not mention anything written on
Pethematis by Junxia!], while she (and her mentor) did not even
bother to look into documentation in database they held on their
own server! If my blasphemy stirred somebody to action in "your
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Hemisphere", then I deserve only praise! You are guilty of gross
neglecting fauna of a continent and countries in the backyard of
the USA.
Writing the above I have looked again at your passage: "Perhaps
the worst is from your 2012 paper on the Malay Archipelago (see
attachment [I replaced it by broader fragment of the same my
text]): Not only do you say you are not competent to study the
Caribbean fauna and then you go ahead and describe a Caribbean
genus anyway (in a paper about fauna from the opposite side of the
world!), and you knew at the time that this particular
Caribbean fauna was being studied by Wayne's student Junxia
Zhang who would have resolved the issue, but you insult all the
arachnologists OF THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE in the
process! Such arrogance about a small, insignificant, practically
unknown group of species! I was shocked into disbelief that you
actually published such a comment for everyone to see."
And that was a moment of revelation to me - I suddenly
understood the essence of the problem. Salticidae were particularly
neglected group in the half of the XX century, with some 50 years
gap in research. So when I, and later my collaborators:
Wesołowka, Żabka and their students, started revisions of
neglected faunas of the Soviet Union, Korea, China, Japan,
Vietnam, Australia, Pacific Islands, Israel, Saudi Arabia and the
whole Africa - we were everywhere welcomed contributors,
everywhere made friends. With one exception - lukewarm
reception among some American Arachnologists. At beginning
even they were warm and friendly, getting notably cooler with
time. So you are offended by even marginal correcting of the
single genus in Caribbean! That is what "insult all the
arachnologists of the western hemisphere"?

Our seed research did not insult all remaining countries of the
World - only you!
You are simply jealous. That is not a question of a few wording
mistakes, our primary sin is our very existence. Every publication,
every discovery is blasphemy in your eyes. Thank you for
revealing that for me. Regards
Jerzy
PS. I have looked again at a comment in your previous
correspondrnce: "Your refusal to even consider the results of
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modern methods of analysis continues to puzzle me. Much of
modern taxonomy of salticids is built on your work from the
1970s. I would think that you would be happy that newer
techniques have built on your work, and revealed relationships that
allow us to expand our thinking about the family, giving us new
areas of research to explore. Instead, you act like someone who is
bitter that his efforts have been surpassed, which seems to me is
what hampers you the most. Living in the past is neither
productive nor constructive. Try to embrace all the wonderful new
knowledge we have been given, and you will enjoy life more." I
am very interested in the new techniques and ways of thinking, but
on condition that are based on true data, massive identification
errors and falsehoods in molecular publications to date
disqualify them for any considerations.
W dniu 2014-05-12 21:06, Edwards, G.B. pisze:
Dear Jerzy,
Thank you for your message. Thank you for also acknowledging
that I might be right [NOT, YOU ARE NOT!] about the
synonymy, since you were not aware of all the illustrations when
you made your comments. What bothers me about your message,
however, is you continue see things only from your perspective.
So let me try to clarify my statements about Petemathis.
(1) In your discussion of Emathis, you could have simply stated
that the Caribbean species did not belong there. This way you
would not have described a Caribbean genus in a paper about
Malayan fauna. Mixing descriptions from unrelated geographic
areas was a frequent criticism about much earlier authors, so I was
surprised that you did the same thing. Also you did not do any
revisionary work on the genus, you simply repeated what was
already known, so there was very little point to your description.
(2) I know you knew Junxia was working on revising euophryine
genera for her dissertation, and you exchanged emails with her
about several genera, because she told me. Therefore, someone
could question the ethics of you describing a genus she was
working on at the time. Junxia had in fact fresh specimens of at
least 3 of the species, so she could have done a much better,
revisionary work, with new illustrations and photographs
(including of living specimens). I refer you to Zhang & Maddison
2013 where those species are identified.
(3) Arachnologists of the Western Hemisphere, and more
specifically Salticidologists of the Western Hemisphere, of which
there are only a few, have a huge fauna to deal with (thousands of
species). They cannot be expected to clean up every little problem
on your timetable. Therefore, for you to state that they "were
apparently not interested in setting order in the fauna of their
Region,"... was a wrong assumption. It was simply a case of, as I
wrote, "a small, insignificant, practically unknown group of
species" which the few specialists existing (yes of course we were
aware of it) had not had time to deal with. Once Junxia started
working on it, everyone else in the Western Hemisphere knew it
was going to be taken care of, so we left it alone. The only thing
we are 'guilty' of is being too few to do everything at once. Your
comment about "grossly neglecting fauna" is ridiculous. I
could make the same (ridiculous) assertion about eastern
hemisphere arachnologists. Why haven't you resolved every
possible problem about spiders in your hemisphere already?!
(4) Further quoting you, "the present authors decided to transfer
Petrunkevitch's species into separate genus, in the hopes that this
will stimulate further study by more competent Arachnologists,"
by which you imply what, that all western hemisphere
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arachnologists are incompetent because we did not fix already
this one little problem, and more competent arachnologists are
you or someone else in the eastern hemisphere? You clearly
eliminated all western hemisphere arachnologists from being the
ones to be stimulated, since obviously, according to you, we were
"not interested." So who exactly was supposed to be stimulated?
(5) In addition to the above, since no one had yet had time to make
a concerted effort to study the Caribbean fauna as a whole, we did
not know if there already might exist a genus name that was
applicable to this group of species (we still do not know that). So
giving the species group a new name before the fauna was
analyzed (in fact while it was being analyzed), was premature at
best.
(6) Even so, it was not correcting a genus that bothered me, it was
correcting it out of someone else's research and insulting
everyone else for not correcting it that bothered me.
(7) If you did not mean to make such assertions, then perhaps
you should have had someone whose first language is English
review the paper before it was published. If you truly think I
am jealous of you (which is yet another insult), you must have
become old and senile, or you never recovered from your
nervous breakdown. Please, do not let my wild strictly logical
interpretation of your exact words disturb you from your happy
delusional life! Good health to you my friend.
GB
Hi GB, May 15th, 2014
Your letters are always interesting. As for Petemathis I waited
30 years for somebody to clarify placement of these four species,
not because I am particularly interested in your American
backyard, but because I was very much interested in the genus
Emathis of SE Asia. I fail to see what is unethical in renaming
four species, it does not prevent Junxia, or anybody else, from
publishing much better description of these species.
Since 50 years I work on revision of taxonomy of the Salticidae of
the World, sharing experience with all peoples interested in
Salticidae. I believe in cooperation of Salticidologists and I
maintain working contacts, I share my diagnostic drawing,
including unpublished, I exchanged letters with all beginners,
starting in 1960ties, among others with Robert Leech, Bruce
Cutler and Wayne Madison, and with many other. There were
dozens of letters I exchanges with each of them. And it continues
up to this day, I still have several young correspondents who send
me photos for identification and use my advices. The same way I
was interested in work of Junxia. There were many letters I
wrote to her, informing her about my problems and plans. But
I wrote mainly on SE Asian Salticidae, I did not discuss
Caribbean. She has not informed me on her plans.
Now about insulting my fellow Salticidologists from America. I
have critical opinion on their work on countries south of the USA
generally, and I have right to have my own opinion. As for
Caribbean and Central American Salticidae - if to exclude papers
of Zhang and Maddison just published in 2012 (with critical
remarks on their quality sustained) what can you boast after Briant
and Chickering? You are too few? We were three, with
Wesołowska and Zabka and how much we have advanced
taxonomy of Salticidae in Palaearctic Asia, Vietnam, Malaya,
Pacific, Australia, Israel, Saudi Arabia, Yemen, the whole
Africa. What is important, we cooperated with everybody studying
Salticidae in these territories. Well, don't you forgot my even
heavier sin - my papers on Salticidae of the US state of Hawaii.
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You have plenty to do on Salticidae of your own country, so I wish
you the best.
Well, you made many interesting statements about myself
"you must have become old and senile, or you never recovered
from your nervous breakdown", and about my "happy
delusional life!". I am wondering how much right you are?
Regards
Jerzy
PS. You write: "you should have had someone whose first
language is English review the paper before it was published" you are absolutely right. For many years you have red and
corrected English language of my papers, for which I am infinitely
grateful to you. Later I become shy that I over-exploited your
kindness, so I use help of British arachnologists, several last
manuscripts were red by David Penney. There were also referees,
among them recently Wayne Maddison.
PS2. Concerning my "happy delusional life!" - I am really happy
because I work to the utmost limits. If you would like to be happy
too, I can advise you to work as much. I was curious how much I
have achieved since we have met (thanks you once more for your
hospitality) for the first time in 1986. So I made a tabular record of
my results since. I enclose it now for you.
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2014-05-15 21:53, Edwards, G.B. pisze:>
Dear Jerzy,>>
I'm glad you find my letters interesting, but that is not
necessarily why I write them. It is my hope, as I'm sure it is the
same for your letters to me, to congratulate you when I think you
are right, and to show you the error of your ways when I think you
are wrong. There are many controversies in all of taxonomy right
now about the unethical conduct of certain individuals who exploit
the research of others to put names on newly discovered, unnamed
taxa. I do not know if you have seen any of this. However, the
same could be true of older taxa.
I will assume that you did not know that Junxia was working on
Caribbean fauna, but you did know that she was working on
euophryine genera. Even if I did not have a problem with you
describing a Caribbean genus in a paper on Malayan fauna, by
describing this genus you may have discouraged her from doing
further work on it, as her research project was so large that she did
not feel that she needed to spend the effort diagnosing this
genus since you already described it. If that is the case, then
Salticidology will be the poorer for not having her new diagnoses,
drawings, and photographs get published. My point is, I think it is
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unwise to become involved in fauna you are not familiar with just
to resolve a possible nomenclatorial problem.>>
To my knowledge, all of the salticid workers in the western
hemisphere except perhaps Maria Elena Galiano have/had jobs
which require them to spend most of their time doing things other
than salticid research (none of us, for example, have a position
exactly equivalent to what Norman Platnick had). So we take what
time we can get to do research. You, I assume, have been retired
for a number of years, and can spend much of your time
working on salticids. I still work, and have a family, and child in
high school who is very active and requires much of my time. Just
this last weekend, we spent most of two days in another town
at her dance competition. My point is I do not have the luxury of
time. >> >>
The North American fauna is quite extensive, and north american
salticid workers have spent much of their available time trying to
complete revisions of the fauna of the nearctic region. I refer you
to the Maddison paper on Metaphidippus, and my paper on
Phidippus. There have been some other smaller papers published,
and I presently have several other small papers in various stages of
completion on this fauna. Wayne has been more active on other
faunas recently, and I have a large paper I will complete soon on
Neotropical fauna, which will include some Central American
species. We have also been collaborating on Neotropical fauna
with Gustavo Ruiz. The Caribbean fauna has not been studied
because of many other projects on continental fauna. The only
fairly recent comprehensive work on Caribbean fauna other than
the Zhang & Maddison paper that I can think of was the revision
of Hentzia by Richman.>>
As for the other 'statements,' I have no wish to trade personal
comments with you, such rhetoric grows tiresome.
Let us continue to correspond in a civil and constructive
manner.> Best wishes,>>
GB
> >> From: Jerzy Prószyński [mailto:jerzy.proszynski@wp.pl] >
Sent: Thursday, May 15, 2014 5:01 PM> To: Edwards, G.B.>
Subject: Re: interesting opinions>> >>
Hi GB,
It is kind that you are still willing >> to "correspond in a civil
manner" with your "old and senile" correspondent, who has
"never recovered from nervous breakdown" in my "happy
delusional life!". I am only unsure whether you will find anything
sufficiently "constructive" in my life work.> Regards>
Jerzy
W W dniu 2014-05-16 14:05, Edwards, G.B. pisze:>
Hi Jerzy,>
I always thought you had a good sense of humor. I would miss
that if we discontinued our correspondence.>> Best,>>
GB
From: Jerzy Prószyński [mailto:jerzy.proszynski@wp.pl] Sent:
Friday, May 16, 2014 8:43 AM To: Edwards, G.B.
Subject: Re: interesting opinions
Hi GB,
I hope you have sense of humor too. "Interesting" has more
than one meaning! Regards
Jerzy
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W dniu 2014-06-03 20:06, Edwards, G.B. pisze:
Dear Jerzy,
Greetings. No, Junxia has not published her illustrations and
photographs of Petemathis, and I am not certain at this point if
she feels the need to do so. I think she and Wayne have a couple
more papers planned together, but I do not know if these species
are included. She now has a postdoc working on reduviid bugs, so
I do not know what she will do after that, or even if she will
continue working on spiders.
You need to understand how your website is perceived by
colleagues. When you originally created your Salticidae Catalogue
and Drawing Database, everyone was excited about it, because it
promised to be extremely useful. And it is useful, I use it almost
every day. Also, everyone wanted to contribute to it, because
you were perceived in the role of editor, and the project was
something to which everyone could contribute. That changed
when you recreated it as the Monograph of the Salticidae of the
World, with you as sole author, and it became an outlet for your
personal views of salticid taxonomy. This was not how other
professional arachnologists envisioned your website, and some,
such as Wayne, withdrew permission to use unpublished
illustrations and photographs. I tried to explain this to you some
years ago, but you were not persuaded. People are happy to
contribute to a joint project, but they are less willing to contribute
to a project whose founder claims sole authorship and uses it as a
forum for his own opinions. That is simply human nature. When
you changed the focus of the website from collaborating on
salticids to focusing on what you wanted to present, you created a
perception that this was no longer a shared project. You may not
have intended that, but that is what happened. I will point out that
since then, Wayne has published all his figures under a Creative
Commons license, so they are fully available to you. Also, I never
withdrew permission for you to use any photograph or illustration
of mine I had provided for you, and in fact have given you
permission to use figures from more recent papers. However,
professional arachnologists thought it presumptive of you to use
unpublished material for a website you suddenly changed into your
publication, and hypothetically you could have used unpublished
material of others to promote your own views. You could even
have published others unpublished material. Fortunately you
agreed to withdraw unpublished material for which you no longer
had permission, so a crisis was avoided. Thank you for that, it was
the right thing to do. I would also like to point out that amateur
naturalists have little to no vested interest in their photographs
unless they have their own publishing aspirations, so in general
they freely share their photos with all professionals. Rob Whyte
has sent me many photos also, and several amateurs have posted
photos at the Peckhamia website. My point to all this is that the
salticid community is happy to collaborate when there exists a true
collaboration. I am trying not to be too critical, because your
website has proven to be very useful. But unfortunately you took it
in a direction that gave the perception you were not giving credit to
the many people who helped you make the website what it is
today. I understand you did the bulk of the work putting everything
together, and you definitely deserve most of the credit for this and
initiating the project. But you solicited contributions from many
people that greatly enhanced what you were doing, and after
receiving such help, you changed the project from the perception
of a public collaboration into a perception of a private website. I
think what I am trying to say is that you made people question
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your motives. So now some people are reluctant to share with you.
I think it is all very unfortunate, as the original idea of a grand
collaboration was very appealing to salticid workers, and we hoped
you would be the leader of that collaboration. The perception is
that you changed your role, and I wish there was some way to
change the perception back to what we all thought it would be. It is
much better if everyone works together, and the rift you have had
with some of us, especially with Wayne, has been very disturbing
to me personally. With best regards,
GB
Hi GB,
You letter is really interesting and permit too understand what I
have sensed since long ago. Let's start from a minor matter.
1) You have accused me that by premature publication of
description of the Caribbean genus Petemathis, I have jeopardized
much better description of the same by a PhD student. What more
I have insulted all Arachnologists of the Americas by making the
said description. Now, you correct yourself - Junxia did not
publish that description at all, she does not intend to and that she
gave up study of Salticidae because has got a post-doc post for
study of Reduviidae bugs. So actually what are you angry for (I
abstain from your colonial minded monopoly rights for study
fauna of your two continents)?
2) You consider that my database "is useful, I [that is you] use
it almost every day", but I do not deserve credit for inventing
it (for collecting and arranging data on 6594 species, including:
12844 drawings, 5969 photos, 675 maps) and work of 20 years. It
is precisely lack of citations of my database in references of
many of your papers, that forced me to declare my database
electronic publication. To be able to work I needed grants
from the Polish Government (which I have been receiving
since 1997 until 2010) to purchase computers, other hardware
and programs, to pay for services of a programmer etc. How
could I apply for grants for a loose collection of drawings sitting
on a server abroad, of which I was not even an author? What grant
could I receive with so low citations (you were deaf of my
repeated request to quote database, which "you use every
day")?
3) I have duly acknowledged source of every drawing and photo,
expressed gratitude for each, wrote a chapter on contributors. Have
collected copyrights permissions for use of these sources since
1997 - facsimiles of these permission are displayed in the database
itself. What more could I do? Well, if you will look on the title
page of the database, you will see information on authors - "By
Jerzy Prószyński & Contributors of drawings and photos ".
4) Well, you have mentioned a real crime: "it became an outlet
for your personal views of salticid taxonomy". I am taxonomist
with over 50 years of experience, I have collected unique body of
documentation - and I HAVE NO RIGHT TO HAVE MY OWN
VIEWS? Speaking between us: the crime is not because I have
own views, but that these VIEWS DISAGREE WITH THOSE
ENTERTAINED BY YOU, AND YOUR COLLEAGUES.
In science we used to confront views freely, in difference to
religious sects, which used to burn heretics at stakes, or groups of
interests (especially gangs) which eliminate critics in less
spectacular ways. Well, nobody tried to discuss my views on
taxonomy of Salticidae, if wrong, nobody tried to correct that with
me. You were satisfied by conspiring behind my back, which I
could only guess from the third persons.
Of course, I become the PUBLIC ENEMY, when discovered
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identification errors in papers by Junxia and Wayne. Nobody can
squeak, if errors are made by your great idol. By the way, mistakes
happen to everybody, but if not corrected, then become falsehood.
Is Wayne going to correct them? I never heard about that.
5) You write nice words that "arachnological community" was
willing to help me to develop database - really very kind of you all.
I am very grateful for that, except that I do not remember that.
The only effective help was given by Wayne, who has taught me
how to load drawings into Internet - it was in 1995-1997, and gave
disk space on his server I used at that time, before mowing to
Warsaw. I expected him also to share actual work, but he has never
answered that. Ten years later he has surprised me: "I thought we
all are authors", for which I do not see justification.
6) Well if nobody else, what about help from you - we had friendly
relationships for 30 years, which I treasured very much, but as for
help with database? I can only recollect that you wrote permission
to copy illustrations from your publications. You have never send
me even copies of your photographs for which I asked many
times, only permitted to copy from publications, which resulted in
very poor quality copies in the database, probably the worse
among all displayed. Have I omitted any other your personal
contribution to the database? Respectfully yours
Jerzy

